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, 'iihisinvention relates .to ‘methods of spinning 
arti?cial ?laments by the wet-spinning system 
in accordance with which ?laments extruded 
through ori?ces of a spinneret enter a coagulat 
ing liquid" whichserves to set up the ?laments -. 
either by removal of solvent or by chemical 
reaction therewith. 
In the past, there have been many attempts to 

controlthe flow of the. coagulating liquid relative 
to the ?laments ‘issuing from the spinneret in 
order. to. produce arti?cial ?lamentshaving better 
qualities, and particularly uniformity of strength, 
extensibility, and dyeing throughout the length 
of each?lamentrand also, among the several ?la 
meritsv issuing not, only from a single spinneret 
but from all’of the spinnerets in a given machine. 
However, the spinning procedures heretofore em 
ployed allow the ?laments to be subjected to 
variable stresses by the coagulating liquid before 
thei?laments were toughened by su?icient setting 
or'coag'ulation to be insensitive to such variable 
influences so that the ?nal physical properties of 
the ‘?laments (were non-uniform, and this non 
uniformity existed along the length of each indi 
vidual ?lament as well as between the several 
?laments issuing from the same or diiierent 
spinnerets. Inlgeneral, therefore, such attempts 
have only been partially successful. 

it has now been discovered that it is'po'ssible 
to produce in a practical manner arti?cial .?la 
ments which are markedly improved in respect 
to strengths, both wet and dry, extensibilities, wet 
and .dry, and dyeing, particularly in respect to 
the uniformity of such characteristics among the 
several ‘?laments issuing from a single spinneret 
as well as along the length of each ?lament and 
even among the ?laments issuing from several 
spinnerets, by an'improved manner of controlling 
the/action of the coagulating liquid upon the 
freshly extruded ?laments. 
In TgeneraLthe new process involves forcing a 

small's‘tream or‘jet of the coagulating liquid to 
move midair~ along'with the-freshly extruded ?la 
ment‘bundle through a straight path at substan 
vtially the same speed as the?laments while avoid~ 
ing irregular disturbances resulting from part of 
the liquid running back upon‘ or ahead of, or 
dripping; off,~.the traveling" ?lament-liquid stream 
until. such stream-reaches a predetermined stage 
at. which removal of the liquid can ‘be accom 
plished in a uniform manner and under condi 
tions subject to control. 
‘It, has been found that a smallbutsubstantial 

quantityof liquid will adhere as a‘body td'the 
?laments so thatsubstantiallyallof such liquid 
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will travel with the’ ?laments and at the» same 
velocity as the ‘filaments over considerable dis 
tances through the air without any noticeable 
change of velocity regardless of the direction of 
the night through theair. The amount of liquid 
that 11 thus adhere to the ?lament bundle and 
be sustained and moved along bodily with it, in 
spite of gravitational and air friction forces de 
pends on a number of factors including the par 
ticular ?lament-forming material,» the number of 
?laments making up the vbundle, and the nature 
of the ceagula-ting liquid, particularly its surface 
tension'viscosity and“ tendency to adhere ‘to the 
material constituting the filaments. The maxi 
mum amount that can thus travel with the ?la 
ments is not inconsiderable, however, and it vhas 
been found that,» in generahmuch less than the 
maximum permissible amount will in a relatively 
short passagegeven at spinning speeds higher 
than ‘conventional, set up the ‘?lament-forming 
streams of material to asu?iciently ?rm condi 
tion that the ?laments leaving this stage'iof-pro 
duction can stand up under all the customary 
subsequent treating stages without being unduly 
sensitive to irregularities therein. 
in order to limit theamount of liquid traveling 

with the thread, the spinneret' may be disposed 
withina chamber to whichthecoagulating liquid 
is supplied, which chamber is provided with ‘an 
opening in front of the'spinneret face through 
which the ?laments accompanied by the liquid 
are withdrawn. This opening may be of sur? 
ciently small diameter to limit the amount of 
liquid passing out of- the' chamber with the ?la 
ments; ldependingaupon the ‘nature of- the (ma 
teriaiv forming the opening and the precise con 
tour at the opening, the diameter of the'stream 
issuinginay increase‘or-decrease somewhat from 
the diameterof the opening and accordingly the 
selection'of the size of the opening should/take 
thisinto account. The chamberabout ‘the spin 
neret should be kept ?lled with the coagulating 
liquid which involves the feeding of such- liquid 
thereto at a rate'su?icientto equal the rate of 
withdrawal by- the ?laments. In the‘ vicinity 
of the opening, the contour of wallsabout the 
passage or zonewithinthe chamber is preferably 
streamlined to assure viscous flow of the liquid 
as it approaches the opening vimmediately before 
passage therethrough. This can be. adequately 
met by gradually tapering the inside wall or walls 
of the chamber toward the opening. 
The accompanying drawing ‘is illustrative of 

the spinning processes of the presentrinvention. 
Figure 1 is an axial-section-through a spinneret 
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assembly which may be used in performing the 
invention, 

Figure 2 is an elevation showing one spinning 
system, 

Figure 3 illustrates a modi?cation, 
Figure ll is a plan view of the embodiment of 

Figure 3, and 
Figure 5 is illustrative of a modi?cation in 

which spinning is performed in a downward 
direction. 
As illustrated in Figure 1, each spinneret is 

advantageously disposed within an individual 
chamber to which the coagulating liquid is sup 
plied, though it is to be understood several 
spinnerets may be disposed in a common cham 
ber. In Figure l, the spinneret 3 is held in place 
1113011 a Supply pipe 4 by means of the coupling 
5, a gasket 6 being present to provide a seal. A 
housing member '3 is held in place upon the cou 
pling member 5 by means of the sleeve 8 which 
threadedly engages the outer periphery of cou 
pling 5. The member 7 contains the chamber 9 
and has a. recess I9 within which a guiding ele 
ment I! having an ori?ce IIb ?ts. A gasket I2 
is seated between the member I I and the shoulder 
at the back of the recess Ii] and the ori?ced mem 
ber I I is held in place by a coupling sleeve 53 
which threadedly engages the outer periphery of 
the housing member ‘I. 
The coagulating liquid is supplied to the charm 

her i! by means of the conduit it which may be 
the discharge conduit of a metering pump 55 such 
as a gear pump. The conduit I4 ?ts into the 
housing member ‘I and is arranged to direct the 
coagulating liquid around the body of the 
spinneret 3. 
As shown. it is preferable, when spinning cer 

tain materials into certain baths which develop 
gases during the spinning such as viscose into 
an acid regenerating bath, to have a portion or 
even all of the coagulating liquid stream dis 
charged by the conduit I 4 directed across the face 
3a of the spinneret in order to prevent accumu 
lation of bubbles on the spinneret face. The ar 
rows generally indicate the ?ow of the coagulat 
ing liquid around the spinneret and then into the 
region immediately front of the spinneret face. 
The inner end wall of the member II projects 
inwardly of the adjacent inside wall of the hous 
ing and this projecting ledge or shoulder assures 
that the liquid ?ows from all sides of the outer 
periphery of the spinneret toward the center of 
its face. As the liquid. ?ows inwardly along the 
face. it contacts with the ?laments leaving the 
several ori?ces Within the spinneret, sweeps gas 
bubbles from the face, and joins with the ?la 
ments in the main current of ?ow axially of the 
spinneret and of the tapered bore I In. in the guid 
ing member I i. The transverse flow of the co 
agulating liquid over the face of the spinneret, 
though shown as proceeding from all points of 
the spinneret face periphery, may proceed from 
one side only of such face so that the transverse 
?ow may de?ect the ?lament-forming streams 
toward the other side of the spinneret face, as 
is shown in the copending patent application of 
Roberts Serial No. 698,437, ?led September 21, 
1946. This sweeping of the spinneret face is 
unnecessary, however. when spinning other ma 
terials or under conditions which do not develop 
gas bubbles. 
The size of the opening I ll) may be preselected, 

as more particularly described hereinafter, to 
limit the diameter of the stream or jet of liquid 
traveling with the ?laments from the spinneret 
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4 
assembly. The guide element or nozzle II is pref~ 
erably made of material which is not only re 
sistant to corrosion, erosion, and abrasion, but 
exerts but little abrading action on any ?laments 
that may occasionally rub thereagainst during 
the initial lacing or threading operations. Glass, 
porcelain, agate, lava, and arti?cial materials of 
the latter type, such as that available under the 
trade name “Alsimag” may be used to advantage 
for this ?tting, The tapered passage I la merging 
into the opening I Ib may have any length up to 10 
cm. or so but is preferably relatively short so 
that the distance from the opening I II) back to the 
spinneret face is not over 2 or 3 cm. 
As illustrated in Figures 2 to 5, the spinneret 

assembly may be arranged to discharge the liq 
uid carrying the ?lament bundle in any direc 
tion from vertically downward to vertically up 
ward. Regardless of the direction taken by the 
?laments during spinning, i. e., downwardly or 
upwardly or at an inclination to either direction, 
the control of the coagulating liquid supplied to 
the chamber may be accomplished either by 
means of a metering pump such as a gear pump 
or by the maintenance of a predetermined pres 
sure upon the liquid supplied to the chamber. 
When dependence is placed upon a predetermined 
pressure rather than upon a metering pump, it 
then becomes more important to predetermine 
the diameter of the opening III) in order to limit 
the amount of liquid issuing with the ?lament 
bundle. Regardless of which system is employed 
for controlling the supply of coagulating liquid 
to the chamber, it is of paramount importance to 
keep the chamber full of coagulating liquid at all 
times during spinning and also to provide a 
gradual taper along the bore I Ia approaching 
the opening Iib. This taper assures substan 
tially viscous ?ow of the coagulating medium 
through the guiding member I I and into the free 
?ight or course through the air. Some turbulence 
may be present in the vicinity around the face 
of the ‘spinneret where the coagulating liquid 
sweeps transversely of the ?laments and then 
must change direction to flow through the mem 
ber II, but is preferably minimized by forming 
the parts, such as the member II and the spin 
neret body, with smoothly rounded contours. 
Whatever small amount of turbulence there may 
be at any part of the passage followed by the co 
agulating liquid through the chamber, the fact 
that the liquid is continuously supplied at a con 
stant rate assures substantially uniform treat 
ment of the ?laments within such chamber. 
The present invention, however, is more vitally 

concerned with what occurs after the ?lament 
containing coagulating liquid stream or jet leaves 
the spinneret assembly up to the time of the re 
moval of the excess liquid from the ?lament 
bundle. If the liquid carried by the ?lament 
bundle begins to flow back down the bundle in 
the case of upward spinning, irregularities im 
mediately occur which in?uence the properties 
of the ?laments. Thus, as the liquid starts to 
flow back down the liquid-carrying ?lament 
stream, it disturbs the upward traveling body of 
liquid and in a fashion characteristic of liquid, 
2. more or less irregular wave pattern is gen 
erally set up by such disturbance. The result of 
such a disturbance is inherently the production 
of an irregular ?lament. S‘uch irregularity in 
the ?lament may not always be detectable in 
terms of its diameter but it does show up in 
variations of strength, extensibility and dye re 
ceptivity along the ?lament. Similarly, in down 
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ward. spinning, the overtaking mass-of liquid-simi 
larly sets- vup a. disturbance havingwa-wavea pat 
tern. of. irregular character :whichagainin?uences 
the ?laments irregularly. --When-lthe'di~rection of 
spinning is horizontal, upward rortdownward-at 
anhinclinationf to the’ vertical, , part for the liquid 
maydrip off‘ the course of the ?laments at ir 
regularly varyingdistancesfmm the spinneret 
assembly. _7 

All i of these irregular . occurrences .are avoided 
in “accordance with the , present ‘inventionTby 
limiting the ‘amount of liquid in" the jet, accom 
panying the ?lament. bundle-to the amount which 
is able to cohere as a. unit and toadhere' bodily 
to the given ?lament bundle vthroughoi-it the free 
?ightl in midair . in the ,_ particular direction. at 
which spinning occurs Without the-“.back...?ow, 
overtaking,,or‘dfripping so’ that the liquid at any 
point along the bundle as- it travels from the 
spinneret. assembly .has substantially “the - same 
linear velocity throughout itsicross section; as' the 
?laments .traveling .therein. It‘ is a relatively 
simple matter to determine'when-all‘ of the liquid 
travels at the same speedas the ?lamentssince, 
when . this, condition is, present, i the. diameter of 
the stream remains constant from apoint near 
the exit opening of the spinn'er'etassembly all 
the way. to the surface whichremoves the liquid 
from" the ?laments. The amount of liquid that 
can'be carriedin this fashion depends. upon the 
particular nature of the‘ spinning.‘ material and 
the coagulating liquid, but in general,.,it has been 
determined that a safe upper limit of load is 
01001 gram per centimeter per ?lament for 
bundles containingup to about 300 ?lamentsand 
optimum results ‘are obtained. if thesload per 
?lament is not over 0.0006. gram per centimeter. 
The latter limit‘is applicable to bundles having 
any number of ?laments such as .1200. 'In the 
spinning of viscose in a ‘dilute acid aqueous coag 
ulating bath having a speci?c gravity of,l;3 to’ 1L4, 
it has been found that the limit of load is reached 
when the ?lament-containing liquid stream has 
a ‘diameter of‘3 mm. and optimum results are ob 
tained if the diameter does not exceed '2 mm. 

‘ The amount of liquid in the jet containing the I 
?laments may be controlled in various ways. The 
size of the opening I lb can. be predetermined to 
limit the diameter of the‘ liquid jet issuing and 
the velocity of the jet can'be controlled by pre 
selecting the pressure exerted upon the‘ liquid in 
the chamber‘il, or by the operattion of vthe meter 
ing pump, depending upon which device'is em 
ployed. LWhen operated in this‘fashion, the size 
of opening may vary in a'practical'fashion'be-V, 
tween about 0.5 mm.-to "3.0 "mm. in diameter 
though lesser diameters not exceeding 2 mm. 
are preferred. 
When spinning upwardly, ‘some reliance may 

be placed upon the natural tendency of the ?la 
ment“ bundle to carry the liquid with it out of 
thelxopening, in which eventthe diameter oflthe 
opening can‘ be much larger-than and even ‘sev 
eral.‘ times the above-mentioned 3 mm. limitgbut 
this?» is satisfactory only when vthe distance from, 
the'lface oftthe spinneret to the liquid level in'lthe 
exit: opening in the chamber‘ is not-over 3pm‘. 
andfis preferably 1-2 cm. orlless. The ?lament 
containingjet of liquid issuing in this case ‘Jac 
quires itslvelocity from the ?laments-being with- ~ - 
drawn from the assembly. The ?lament bundle 
itself, .in this'casecan be used 'to- control the 
diameter; of the liquid stream, and this" can- be 
effectively done by ~varying'ithe spacingYbet-ween 
the'ori?ces of the spinneret. l-Whcnewi'de'spac 
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ingrsuchsasv 0-.020 toaozolic inch‘ between centers 
of adjacent. ori?ces'in a‘ row’. and between cen 
ters-wofk-adjacent- rows,->is used,- a relatively larger 
diameter of’ liquid stream will move away-With 
the ?laments, whereas a closer-spacing, suchas 
0.005'to’ 0.015 inch between centers of adjacent 
ori?ces inr-arow and between centers of adja 
cent rows, provides a» smaller diameter; and as 
indicated-above, the smaller diameter» streams 
are ‘preferred. Thecloser spacing becomes more 
advantageous as the number i of ?laments in ‘the 
bundle-becomes larger. 
lniaccordance with the present -invention,rit 

is. desirable to. remove the liquid 17in -~a ' controlled 
manner. and-this is preferably done -by~:contact 
ing the ?lament-containingstream with‘ ai-sur 
face havingla linear speed substantially thesame 
as that ofthe'?laments. Such surface-.mayebe 
inclined. to one side of‘the running?laments-so 
thatthe liquid runs down the surface {may from 
the’ ?laments'asr they bear against the surface. 
Orrthe'surface.mayloe. a porous‘ one so that the 
liquid ?ows to the interior thereof. ~A~lternatively 
a rotarydrum‘having a linear- peripheral speed 
the same as thatof the ?laments may .be lightly 
pressed against the straighhcourse of the fila 
ments before they. reach ‘the (thread-advancing 
device, such'as. l6 inEigure 2, and the liquid, re 
moved. by thelsurface may be wiped off the drum 
at a: point‘ away ‘from that in contact with the 
?laments. vAgain, the surface may rotate .at a 
sufficiently high speed (though still the same 
linear speed as that of the ?laments) to throw 
the liquid o?- the filament‘ bundle by centrifugal 
force as the ?lament, bundle travels aroundsuch 
surface. 

Figure 2 is illustrative of the_pr_esent.inven 
tion‘ in which spinning is performed in a- vertical 
and upward direction. As shown, the ?laments 
extruded through .the ori?ces of ‘spinneret 3 
within the chamber in housingl which issup 
plied with coagulating liquid by the conduit.“ 
leave the opening‘ I i b. in a streamof liquid travel- 
ing therewith at substantiallythe same speed. 
The ?laments pass directly along a straight, path 
from the opening 4 lb to a thread-advancing de 
vice such as the godet it having an inclined axis 
and about which the ?laments are lapped by 
means of a roller guide ll. The godet I6 is driven 
at any 'desired’spinning speed from 75 meters 
upwardly and in‘ accordance with the present in 
vention it has been found that spinning speeds 
as high as 200 meters per minute can be em 
ployed with satisfactory‘ production of filaments. 
When the ?laments ?rst reach the peripheral 
surface of godet [5, they are pressed thereagainst 
and the liquid travels down to the rim I8 of the 
tgodet from which it may ?ow into a gutter l9 
'therebelow. Since all of the liquid carried with 
thei?la-rnents travels at the same speed through 
out‘ the passage from the spinneret to the godet 
l'6,>and the godet I6 removes the liquid uni 
forr'nly from each point of the ?lament bundle 
as such points reach the surface in succession, 
there-.is-i'no opportunity for the ?ow of liquid back 
down the ?laments and the irregular disturb 
ances ‘developed thereby. 
Fromthe godet [6, the bundle of ?laments from 

which'the liquid has been removed, may pass to 
a second thread-advancing device which may 
comprise a godet 20 and associated wrap-displac 
ingag-uide roller :12 l. ‘Between the'zgodets : litz'and 
20, :the ?lamentsvmayv be-Ystretchedfor: allowed‘ to 
relax ‘in < a ‘fashion lwhich - is, conventional 1' in‘ -‘ the 

art. From ~the:.‘~_godet:2'0, thev ?laments imay'ipro 
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ceed to additional thread-advancing devices to 
receive additional stretch Or to allow shrinkage 
after one or two stages of stretching, or the ?la 
ments may proceed to other thread-advancing 
devices upon which they may be treated with liq 
uids, such as for washing, bleaching, desulfuriz 
ing, decoppering, and the like. Whether or not 
the ?laments leaving the godet 2!! pass over addi 
tional thread-advancing devices for after-treat 
ment, further stretching and the like, the ?la 
ments are ultimately collected either in the form 
of an untwisted or twisted package. For example, 
they may be collected in a centrifugal pot in the 
fashion conventional in the viscose spinning proc 
ess; or they may be collected by winding on a 
bobbin without twisting; or they may be collected 
on twisters of the cap, ?yer, or ring type. 
The process of the present invention is par 

ticularly adaptable to continuous spinning proc 
esses and especially to such processes as require 
high speed spinning, such as that disclosed in the 
application of Stanley and Lowe, Serial No. 
504,664, ?led October 2, 1943. In this latter type 
of process, the ?lament proceeding from the 
spinning stage of the continuous spinning ma 
chine passes to one or more thread-advancing 
devices which rotate at suf?cient speed to throw 
the liquid off by centrifugal force and a jacket is 
provided about the thread-advancing reel with 
its inner surface closely spaced about the bars 
of the reel so as to de?ect the liquid thrown out 
to the surface back to the helix of ?laments car 
ried by the reel. 

Figures 3 and 4 show a modi?cation in which 
the ?laments leaving the opening Hb in the 
housing ‘! around the spinneret 3 pass upwardly 
at an inclination to the vertical and in this em 
bodiment. the ?laments in the jet of the coagu 
lating liquid proceed directly to a thread-ad 
vancing reel 22 rotating at su?iciently high speed 
to throw the liquid from the helix of thread car 
ried thereon. As shown more particularly in 
Figure 4 a guard member 23 is provided around 
the zone of the reel to which the ?laments are ?rst 
led. This guard member receives the liquid 
thrown o? by centrifugal force and discharges 
it through a drain 24 connected to the bottom 
thereof. Beyond this zone of the reel, a jacket 
25 is disposed entirely surrounding the reel and 
having an inside de?ecting surface 25. Annular ' 
grooves 2'! and 28 are disposed at each side of the 
surface 26 and communicate with drain pipes 23. 
Additional coagulating liquid may be supplied 
to this jacket by means of the pipe 38 communi 
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8 
ning course between the spinneret assembly and 
the ?rst thread-advancing device before sub 
sequent washing, desulfurizing, etc., can be per 
formed on a continuous spinning machine. 
The coagulating liquid supplied to the jacket 

25 is repeatedly thrown OK the helix of ?laments 
and de?ected back thereon to provide a thorough 
washing in the manner disclosed in the above 
mentioned Stanley and Lowe application. From 
this reel, the ?laments may proceed to a second 
reel operating at higher peripheral speed to effect 
stretching. A liquid may be applied to the ?la 
ments as they pass between the reels to facili 
tate stretching, such as hot water in the case of 
viscose. Then the ?laments may proceed either 
to a collecting device or over a plurality of liquid 
treating reels before being collected. 

Figure 5 illustrates the directing of the ?la 
ments downwardly in a substantially vertical 
direction from the opening I lb of the housing ‘I 
about the spinneret 3. The coagulating liquid 
supplied to the chamber within the housing ‘I 
by the conduit [4 is metered by the opening Ilb 
so that a limited weight of liquid travels with the 
?laments to the thread-advancing device 32. In 
this embodiment, the distance between the open 
ing [lb and the point of ?rst contact with the 
thread-advancing device 32 is preferably suffi 
cient to provide substantially complete setting 
up of the ?laments so that when they make con 
tact with the device 32, they are no longer dele 
teriously aifected by any accumulations of liquid 
on the device 32 with which they may make con- 
tact. However, the distance between the spin 
nere't assembly and the device 32 may be less than 
that just speci?ed, in which event it is desirable 
to incline the device 32 in the manner of device 
l8 in Figure 2, or to operate it at high periph 
eral speed as in Figure 3, in order to throw the 
liquid oil? by centrifugal force. 
While the invention is applicable to the spin 

ning of ?laments of any material by the wet spin 
ping procedure, the following examples illus 
trate the invention with reference to the spin 
ning of viscose. These examples make use of a 
viscose containing ‘ll/2% cellulose and 6%% so 
dium hydroxide spun at a common salt point of 
4, into a coagulating bath containing 9 to 10.5% 
sulfuric acid, 3% zinc, and 20 to 22% sodium sul 
fate at a temperature averaging 55° C. and hav 
ing a speci?c gravity averaging about 1.38. The 
tabulated examples indicate the conditions which 
provide the travel of the coagulating liquid with 
the ?laments at the same speed without back 

eating with the bore 3 I into the surface 26. This 55 ?ow, dripping or overtaking. 

No. of - “in. of . 
'l‘otal . Die. of Smnn. Rate of - . Bath Vi t. 

Ex. - F?a- ‘ Tmmd 
Denier ments 11b Speed Bath Feed F?. let on Yarn 

Mm. MJmin. ccjmin. Mm. g./r'm. 
150 40 2. O 100 290 2. 0 0. 040 
150 60 1. 5 75 140 1. 4 0. 026 
150 60 l. 5 100 165 1. 5 0. 023 
150 60 1. 5 125 185 1. 45 0. 020 
150 60 1.5 150 210 1.4 0. 020 
150 40 1. 2 112. 5 125 l. 2 0. 015 
150 60 1.5 112.5 210 1.6 0.026 
150 90 l. 7 112. 5 250 l. 75 0.031 
250 120 1. 8 112. 5 300 1. 9 O. 037 

1,100 490 2. 7 112. 5 710 2. 9 0. 087 
150 60 1. 0 97. 5 90 1. 0 0.011 
50 24 1. 5 200 300 1. 4 0. 021 
75 30 0. 9 97. 5 60 0. 7 0. 009 

100 40 l. 5 175 300 1. 45 0. 020 

is particularly desirable in the case of spinning 
a viscose solution which generally takes addi 
tional contact with the coagulating liquid be 
yond that which could be effected in a single run 

The present invention not only controls the flow 
of coagulating liquid so that the amount carried 
by the ?laments is not so excessive as to de 
velop back ?ow and dripping and like irregular 
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disturbances but. it” also economizes on. the 
amount of coagulating liquid neededf‘for complete 
s‘et'iuph Furthermore, it assures that the co 
agulati'ng liquid ‘which makes contact with the 
filaments immediately after the material leaves 
the spinneret orifices has a de?nite composition 
which is constant‘ throughout the period of'spin 
ning. ThUSLEaChQDOI'tiOI'l. of the length of each 
filament is in contact. with a coagulating bath 
havingade?nite constitutionat anyv point of its 
passage between the. spinneret ori?ce and. the 
stage at which coagulating liquid is‘ removed' 
Fresh coagulating liquid of ‘the predetermined 
constitution‘ makes the .?rsti contact? withthe 
?laments issuing "from the spinneretfandisuch' 
liquid, contaminated. as. a result. of contact with 
the. ?laments, is notallowed to tarry atthe. spin-. 
neret face to react with. subsequently issuing ?la 
ments but instead is continuously withdrawn 
with the ?laments so-thati freshfliquid replaces 
thatjat the spinneret .face, in-a continuous fash 
ion. action is assuredeiby. the provision of. 
theirelatively smallchamber about the spinneret 
which. is kept ?lled with coagulatingliquid. and 
is rapidly withdrawn with the ‘?laments. Since 
thevcoagula'ting liquid valways has avelocity in the. 
direction of ?ow of thee?laments from the spin 
neret ‘face, there is verydittle. of .what may be 
termed a, “bath. drag” exerting any substantial 
tension uponthe. ?laments as they pass from the 
spinneret to the stage-at which the coagulating 
liquid is removed. In’. addition, the directitravel 
of.’ the ?laments-from the spinneret .face to the 
stageat which theliquid-is removed in. a con 
trolled- and' uniform fashion assures ‘that. the 
characteristicsof: the ?lamentsrare as’ uniform as, 
possible.v The present invention is particularly, ad 
vantageous in-high speed spinningrandi'onthis: 
purpose, its preferred form makes use of ‘control- 
led'pressureora metering pump for‘ delivering the-r 
coagulatingliquidto‘the chamberabout theispin'.» 
neret at ‘a: predetermined "rate; in. combination‘ 
withv the ~ presele'ctionr ' of" the‘ diameter: of the - 
opening .in: the ch amber ' through - which: the; ?la,‘ 
ments'are discharged for‘contro‘llingithe diameter.‘ 
of ‘the stream issuedtherefrom so thatlin effect, 
the: liquid discharged vfromiithat opening.‘ serves 

toacarry the ?laments rather ‘than-‘the converse; Whentoperatin in}; this fashion,‘ a high speed aiet’ 

‘ "'ssues and'rassistswthe .withdrawinglde-d ofu'liol 
vice in carrying the ?laments thereto‘. ' 

It is'to be‘und‘erstood. that'chanees and varia 
tions may :lie made.’without‘rdenarting from the 
spirit andscone iofl the:v invention as de?ned in 
the appended claims. 
We claim: 
1. The method of‘producing arti?cial ?laments 

comprising continuously extruding a ?lament~ 
forming materialcthrough the: ori?ces’of spin 
neret into a stream of coagulating liquid flowing 
in the general direction of extrusion, directing‘ 
the - ?lament-‘formingstreams‘ of" ' material" ‘a 

straight path as they proceed from ‘the spinneret 
and are .coagulated to ?laments in the coagulat» 
ingliquid stream, imparting. a. predetermined 
constant velocity to the ?laments as they proceed 
in said straight path, forming the coagulating 
liquid stream at a point within a distance of 
about 10 centimeters in front of the spinneret 
into a jet having substantially the same velocity 
as the ?laments and ?owing in free ?ight 
through the air along the straight path of the 
?laments, controlling the amount of liquid in the 
jet to assure that all of the liquid adheres to and 
travels substantially at the same velocity as the 
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?laments‘ throughout ‘said’straightpath, a?d-it?e? 
continuously removing, liquid from the ?laments 
in ‘a, uniformly controlled‘ manner at a predeter 
mined‘ p'oi'ntof ltl‘le’stl‘ai'g‘ht path‘. " 

2: Tliéfmethbd'ofdclaim Tin which‘ the ‘di're'éé 
tion of extrusion is; ‘upward: I 
3: The method of'claim 1111 which‘ the direcl 

tion'bf'extrusion' is ‘downward; 
4.‘, The'method" of claim 1' in"whic‘h" the dill 

recti’on 'of "extrusion is‘ vertically upward. , 
5'; The ~rrietli'od"of claim 'r'in which the ‘direc-i 

ti'on' of'extru'si'on is vertically downward. 
6. The method'o'ffproducing‘ arti?cial ?laments 

comprising continuously extruding a ?lament 
f‘c‘irnii‘ngmate'rial through’ the ori?ces of ‘a spin 
neret‘ me a ‘stream offcoagulating 'li‘quid‘?owirlg 
argraduauy increasing velocity in the generaldil 
re'ction‘of extrusion; directing, the ?lament-form 
ingstreams of material ina straight path as they 
proceed 'from. the spinneret and “are coagulated 
to "?laments inv the coagulating liquidsltream; 
imparting. apredetermined constant velocity to 
the ?laments along said straight’ path; forming 
the coagulating liquid stream. at a point within a 
distance of about 10 centimeters in front of the 
spi'n'neret! into a let having~ substantially the 
same velocity as the ?laments, ?owing-fin free 
flight through the air valongthe straight path of 
the ?laments, and having a‘ weight per cen~~ 
timeter of. length not ‘over 0.001. gram per ?la-u 
mentso as to assure. that. all of. the liquid-ad 
heres. to and travels "substantially at the same 
velocity, as the ?le ments. throughout saidstraight 
path, and then continuously removing liquid from 
the ?laments in auniformly controlled manner.v 
atapredetermined point of the straight path. 

‘If The ‘method‘of claim 6'in Whichthe jet has 
a diameter not over 3mm.‘ v . 

s. The method of l'claim s, in which the let 
hasa-diameter notover 2 mm. 

9. method of claim 6 in whichthe jet-has. 
a. weight per centimeter- of length not over.0.0006' 
gramper ?lament and a diameternot over 3 mmr 

10. The method‘ oiiclaim Sinwhichthe jet ‘has. 
aweight per centimeter of length not over'0l0006: 
gram per. ?lament and a diameter notwover: 
2 1pm.. 7 

11. The methodwof producingarti?cial ?la- 
ments comprising!‘continuously‘ extrndingra ?la 
ment~forming material through the-ori?ces of a; 
spinneret into a stream‘of‘ coagulating liquid; 
moving r the liquid: in said stream away. frorni'zth'er 
spinneret at‘ gradually increasing ~rvelocity ‘in-the 
general direction of extrusion. withdrawing the: 
?l-ament-i‘orming'i streams of: materialafromqthev 
spinne-ret in a {straight path- at a ' predetermined? 
constant velocity, forming-‘the’ coagulating: liquidl 
streamuat a point with-iniaidistance: of. about 10; 
centimeters.in'vfro'nt‘v of; the spinneret intora-‘~i;iet-i‘ 
having substantially the same, velocityas the ma“ 
ments. and ‘?owing in free's?ight‘. through ‘ thei lair": 
alongrthe straight" path of” the. ?laments; con-v 

wthe‘amount ofsliqui'dvin the-jet itoassu-re 
1‘ ofcthe‘. liquidfsadh ere‘s" to and; tra vels" sub?“ 

stantiallyiatl the same velocity as lithe ?laments 7‘ 
throughout said‘ istrfaiehtepathg and‘; then?icone 
tinuously; liemovinIgdllquidl‘frorn-i the nl'amentsfnra‘ 
uniformly controlled manner at a predetermined 
point of the straight path. 

12. The method of claim 11 in which the jet 
has a weight per centimeter of length not over 
0.001 gram per ?lament and a diameter not 
over 3 mm. 

13. The method of claim 1.1. in which the let has 
a weight per centimeter of length not over 0.0006 
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gram per ?lament and a diameter not over 
2 mm. 

14. The method of producing arti?cial ?la 
ments comprising continuously extruding a ?la 
ment-forming material through the ori?ces of a 
spinneret into a con?ned passage not over about 
10 centimeters in length and having a restricted 
exit opening, continuously directing coagulat 
ing liquid of predetermined constitution through 
the passage and the opening at sufficient velocity 10 
to form a jet of the liquid issuing from the open- a 
ing, continuously withdrawing the ?laments 
through the opening and directing them with the 
jet in a straight free flight at substantially the 
same speed as the jet, controlling the amount of 
liquid in the jet to assure that all of the liquid 
adheres to and travels substantially at the same 
velocity as the ?laments throughout the free 
?ight, and then continuously removing liquid 
from the ?laments at the end of the free ?ight. 

15. The method of claim 14 in which the jet 
has a Weight per centimeter of length not over 
0.001 gram per ?lament and a diameter not over 
3 mm. 

16. The method of claim 14 in which the jet 
has a weight per centimeter of length not over 
0.0006 gram per ?lament and a diameter not 
over 2 mm. 

17. The method of producing arti?cial ?la-, 
ments comprising continuously extruding a ?la 
ment-forming material through the ori?ces of a 
spinneret into a con?ned passage having a re 
stricted exit opening not over about 10 centimeters 
from the spinneret face and a transverse cross 
section along a portion thereof decreasing grad 
ually to, and merging with, the opening, contin 
uously directing coagulating liquid of predeter 
mined constitution through the passage and the 
opening at su?icient velocity to form a jet of the? 
liquid issuing from the opening, continuously 
withdrawing the ?laments through the open 
ing and directing them with the jet in a straight 
free ?ight at substantially the same speed as’ 
the jet, controlling the amount of liquid in the 
jet to assure that all of the liquid adheres to 
and travels substantially at the same velocity 
as the ?laments throughout the free ?ight, and, 
then continuously?removing liquid from the ?la 
ments at the end of the free ?ight. 

18. The method of producing arti?cial ?laé 
ments comprising continuously extruding a vis 
cose spinning solution through the ori?ces of a; 
spinneret into a con?ned passage having a re 
stricted exit opening not over about 10 cen-" 
timeters from the spinneret face and a trans 
verse cross-section along a portion thereof, de 
creasing gradually to, and merging with, the 
opening, continuously directing an aqueous, acid 
coagulating liquid transversely past the viscose 
streams at the position of extrusion and then 
through the passage and the opening at sum-' 
cient velocity to form a jet of the liquid issuing‘ 
from the opening, continuously withdrawing the 
?laments through the opening and directing them 
with the jet in a straight free ?ight at substan 
tially the same speed as the jet, controlling the 
amount of liquid in the jet to assure that all of 
the liquid adheres to and travels substantially at 
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the same velocity as the ?laments throughout the 
free ?ight, and then continuously removing liquid 
from the ?laments at the end of the free ?ight. 

19. The method of producing arti?cial ?la 
ments comprising continuously extruding a vis 
cose spinning solution through the ori?ces of a 
spinneret, continuously'directing an aqueous, acid 
coagulating liquid transversely past the viscous 
streams at the position of extrusion into a zone 
surrounding the viscose streams, directing the 
?laments from the vicinity of the spinneret along 
a straight path comprising beyond a distance not 
over about 10 centimeters from the spinneret 
face, a free ?ight portion proceeding at a pre 
determined constant velocity, passing all of the 
coagulating liquid contaminated by proximity to 
and contact with the viscose streams with grad 
ually increasing velocity through said zone away 
from the spinneret in the same direction as the 
viscose streams while supporting the ?laments 
thereby until the velocity of the liquid is approxi 
mately the same as that of the ?laments, con 
trolling the amount of liquid in contact with the 
?laments along the free ?ight portion to assure, 
that all of the liquid adheres to and travels sub 
stantially at the same velocity as the ?laments 
throughout said portion, and then continuously 
removing liquid from the ?laments at the end 
of the free ?ight portion. 

20. The method of producing arti?cial ?1a-_ 
ments comprising continuously extruding a ?la 
ment-forming material through the ori?ces of a 
spinneret into a stream of coagulating liquid 
?owing in the general direction of extrusion, di 
recting the ?lament-forming streams of material 
in a straight path as they proceed from the spin 
neret and are coagulated to ?laments in the co 
agulating liquid stream, imparting a predeter 
mined constant velocity to the ?laments as they 
proceed in said straight path, forming the coag 
ulating liquid stream at a point within a distance 
of 3 centimeters in front of thespinneret into a 
jet having substantially the same velocity as the 
?laments and ?owing in free ?ight through the 
air along the straight path of the ?laments, con 
trolling the amount of liquid in the jet to assure 
that all of the liquid adheres to and travels sub 
stantially at the same velocity as the ?laments 
throughout said straight path, and then continu 
ously removing liquid from the ?laments in a uni 
formly controlled manner at a predetermined 
point of the straight path. 

JOHN WATSON PEDLOW. 
WESLEY L. WEBB. 
INGHAM S. ROBERTS. 
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